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Accessing the CVCC PBase Galleries  

CONTENTS To Begin            p.1    Replace a Photo  p.10   

  Logging In        p.2     Size Your Photo in PBase p.11 

  Posting             p.4     Miscellaneous Notes  p.12 

  Edit Photo Information  p.7 

TO BEGIN:   

a). CVCC's own website http://www.cowichanvalleycameraclub.com/ and the  

b). CVCC pages on the PBase site http://www.pbase.com/cvcc/root  are two, entirely separate, Internet 

domain entities, and each require separate user names and passwords if you need to  a). to access "secure" 

membership information on the CVCC website, or b). wish to post or edit your photos on the PBase website 

c). Basic Requirements: Ideally, photos should be edited and sized prior to posting. Photos must be in .jpg 

format and sRGB colour mode. For information on sizing your photos yourself refer to instructions on the CVCC 

Club site in the secure area under Club Activities/PBase/PBase Instructions 

d). For posting and editing of photos first go to the CVCC's PBase main galleries screen: 

http://www.pbase.com/cvcc/root, which appears as follows below.   If, on the top right, it offers the option to 

"logout" then you are already logged in, and hence you are ready to post and edit pictures, so skip to POSTING 

on page 4.    If it says "login" then continue with LOGGING IN on page 2. 

Note: Screen images shown in the following pages may appear somewhat different on your screen. Most 

screen images shown in the following pages have been truncated.  Any red circles or rectangles were added 

here for instructional purposes, and will not appear in the actual screens you will see. 

 

http://www.cowichanvalleycameraclub.com/
http://www.pbase.com/cvcc/root
http://www.pbase.com/cvcc/root
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LOGGING IN:    

If the menu on the top right of the screen  says "login" (as in the preceeding screen) then you need to login to the CVCC's 

PBase pages before you can post and edit your pictures. So, click on "login" and get the Login to PBase screen... 

 

Enter the username and password which is... Username: cvcc    Password: Duncan     (these are case sensitive) 

This gets you to this following screen (called the "Dashboard")...  

Below is an image of the "Dashboard" screen: 

 

... to return to the CVCC Main Galleries screen click on the "Cowichan Valley Camera Club (cvcc)" link (circled in red in 

the screen image above).  Then we are back to the original screen image as follows...  
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Below is an image of the "CVCC Main Gallery" screen: 

 

...except this time it offers the option to "logout" (circled in red, top right in the preceeding image) - indicating you are 

now logged in.   

Okay...  so you are "logged in" and ready to post/upload and/or edit your photo's information.  

Go to  POSTING on page 4 
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POSTING:    

Click on the gallery where  you want to post a picture or pictures . In the following screen image, the Photos of the 

Month : August 2015 gallery was selected.  Note:  Always refer to the info at the top of each gallery for Posting 

Guidelines - it can vary for different galleries. 

Below is an image of the "Photos of the Month Gallery" screen: 

 

Click on "edit this gallery" as shown circled to the top left of the image above, and get the "...Edit Gallery..."  screen as 

shown in the following image editing screen on page 5.  

In this case "editing this gallery" will consist of posting/"uploading" our photos... 
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The "Edit Gallery" screen is used to post your images - which is your current intent - and appears as below. 

Click on the "Choose file " link within the second red triangle, in the gallery editing page shown below. This 

opens a window for you to browse on your computer to find the image that you want to upload. When you find 

your image file, click on (select) the file name, then click on "Open". The file path and name will appear in 

the box next to the "Upload Image" button.  Now click on the "Upload image" link, which is also within the 

second red rectangle below. 

Below is a trucated image of the "Edit Gallery" screen: 

 

When the upload has succeeded, you should see the image in the next section of the Edit Gallery screen titled 

"Make changes to the images within this gallery", as shown further down the image on page 6 (next page). 

You now may choose on of two options; view your image directly or edit it first: 

a)  to view your posted image before editing the information, simply click on "Display this Gallery" circled in 

red on this page as shown above. Then proceed to edit the photo info as shown on page 7 

b to edit the photo information right now, click on the "edit" button for YOUR IMAGE to be edited as shown 

in the Edit Gallery image extension on page 6 (next page). This opens the Edit Image screen as displayed on  

page 7 under EDITING PHOTO INFORMATION . Check out the un-edited page appearance as shown on page 

7, then skip to page 8 for the editing information instructions.. 
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Below: an extension of the "Edit Gallery" screen image: 

 

 

Notes:  

* If you wish to have PBase resize your photos for you at this time (while on this web page with your 

photos) then refer to "SIZE YOUR PHOTO IN PBASE" on page 11. or... if resizing seems like too much added 

tasking at the moment then just move on now and  tackle it later.  

* Also, don't hesitate to ask a friend for help at any point.  Or else ask the PBase Manager for help  by 

emailing: cvccpbase@gmail.com .
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EDIT PHOTO INFORMATION:  

As with posting you must be logged in to CVCC . If you are logged in it offers the option to  "logout".  If it says "login" 

(top right of the screen) then you must first login. Refer again, if needed, to  LOGGING IN on page 2 of these instructions. 

Navigate to the gallery and to the picture you wish to edit. 

Click on the picture whose information you wish to edit then click on "edit image" at screen top to get the edit screen, 

which will then look like this in the following image (screen image truncated)... 

 

If this is your first posting then replace the title (which appears as the file name of your image) with your 

name followed by <br> and then the title (changed if so desired)... as shown in the following image.  

Note: You only have to fully type your name and <br> once.  It will be saved for subsequent auto retrieval 

(<br> is the code for a line break). Next time just add/change the title as required to your previously saved 

name which is auto retrieved by starting to type your name again in the title spot. So fill in the title bar as 

shown in the following image. Please also enter your name again beside "artist"and include one full name and 

an initial for the other name i.e.: John D or J Doe.
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Some of the other photo information menus will be filled in automatically, but are also editable, if so desired. 

The  "caption" (optional) would usually be an explanation/description of the image). 

Below is a partial image of the "Edit Image" screen: 
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When finished with edits click on "Update image". 

To view your edited image scroll back up the page and click on "view Image" (shown circled in red) at the top 

of the image on the preceeding page. 

This is the finished product you get...  

Below is a partial image of the "View Image" screen: 

 

Note: To edit your next image it is handy to just click on 'next' (or "previous" if applicable) in the upper right 

corner of the screen, then click on edit image on the top left of the screen and repeat the editing process. 
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REPLACE A PHOTO: 

To replace any photo without affecting any other details proceed as you would to edit any photo, i.e. arrive 

at the "Image Editing" screen (shown truncated below), but this time scroll to the bottom of the page (see red 

circling). A reason for wanting to do this would be that you have done some subsequent post processing of 

your photo and improved it.  Simply click on "Choose File", then navigate on your computer to your 

replacement photo and open it;  it then appears beside Choose File, and then click on "Upload Image".    

NOTE:  Attempting to replace your image with an edited file with the same name may not work, it is best to 

give your edited file a new name before you begin this process. All original image information and viewing 

totals are retained. Change the image info if necessary. 
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RESIZE YOUR PHOTO IN PBASE: 

Although there may be noticeable file transfer delays with large files, you can use PBase to resize your photos for you.  

After uploading  your unsized photo (or photos) - you may already be there - but  if you are no longer there, then return 

to and select the "Edit This Gallery" page which has your photos listed (in this case the ones that need resizing), then  

click on (place a check mark) in the column beside YOUR photos needing a resize as below (red circle). Then simply click 

on "Delete Originals" further down the web page and you will have just the default PBase sizes of small, medium, and 

large left for you.  

You may check to see if the original files have been deleted by scrolling back to the section on the 'edit gallery' page 

where the thumbnails are located. To the right of the thumbnail you can see the dimensions and size of the image file. It 

will also show in bold letters, 'Original Deleted' if the process is completed.  Note: Resizing can take some time 

depending on how many images are waiting to be resized. You may need to exit and return to PBase later to see the 

change. 

This is a truncated "Edit This Gallery" screen: 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES: 

1. Filling in the "Keyword" box in the Edit Image screen (bottom of screen) helps web search engines find your image 

when searching the web. Keywords are not visible to persons viewing your images. When adding keywords you may use 

multiple descriptive words or terms separated by a comma. The more descriptive words the better. An example would 

be for an image of a red rose you could fill in: rose, red rose, hybrid rose, long stemmed rose, fragrant rose  

2.. Please DO NOT post images directly to your CVCC Member Gallery, it will be updated by the PBase Manager when 

you post new images to the Photo of the Week, Challenges and other themed galleries. 

3. Comments may be left by the PBase Manager on your images if they are oversized, or if your name is missing, asking 

you to make the needed corrections. Check your images occasionally to see if corrections are needed. Once the 

correction is made the PBase Manager will delete the comment from your image. If the correction is not made within a 

one week period the PBase Manager will recompress your file if a sizing change is needed, if your name is still missing 

your image may be deleted. - Private emails are not sent to inform or remind members that changes are need to their 

images. Additional advanced editing features are explained in the PBase Help files or you can contact the CVCC PBase 

Manager by emailing: cvccpbase@gmail.com 

4. It is recommended that you become familiar with sizing your images for various reasons such as: reducing file transfer 

times, providing suitable viewing sizes for email attachments and web pages, for optimizing how your photos appear, 

and for conserving storage space, such as is the case for PBase photo files.. 


